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The sources of sound during the interactions of two identical two-dimensional inviscid
vortex pairs are investigated numerically by using the vortex sound theory and the
method of contour dynamics. The sound sources are identied and then separated
into two independent components, which represent the contributions from the vortex
centroid dynamics and the microscopic vortex core dynamics. Results show that the
sound generation mechanism of the latter is independent of the type of vortex pair
interaction, while that of the former depends on the jerks, accelerations and vortex
forces on the vortex pairs. The power developed by the vortex forces is found to be
important in the generation of sound when the vortex cores are severely deformed
and their centroids are close to each other. The isolated source terms also explain the
appearance of wavy oscillations on the time variations of the sound source strengths
in the vortex ring and the two-dimensional vortex interaction systems.
1. Introduction
It is well known that sound can be generated by the unsteady motion of vorticity-
bearing fluids, especially in low-Mach-number flows (Powell 1964; Howe 1975). Since
coherent vortical structures are commonly found in turbulent shear layers (for in-
stance, Davies 1973; Hussain 1986) and their interactions have been proved to be
the major mechanism of shear layer growth (Winant & Browand 1974), the study of
sound generation by the motion of vorticity is important in understanding the noise
produced.
There have been studies on the use of vortex models for investigating shear flows.
Using the method of contour dynamics (see Pullin 1992), Shari, Leonard & Ferziger
(1989) recovered the pairing of two inviscid vortex rings. In axisymmetric and plane
shear layers, the coherent structures have been modelled as vortex rings and two-
dimensional vortex laments respectively (Acton 1976). The use of vortex motion as
a source of sound in the wave equation also gives rise to exact far-eld solutions for a
compact near eld (Powell 1964; Mo¨hring 1978). Leung et al. (1996) showed, using the
theory of Mo¨hring (1978), that the mutual threading of two identical inviscid vortex
rings produces a sound eld having features similar to those of the jet noise found
experimentally (Lush 1971). When the source is not compact, exact solutions may
still be found. Typical examples of sound generation by the unsteady motions of thin
vortex laments are those of Crighton (1972) and Tang & Ffowcs Williams (1998).
The mechanism through which the vortices generate sound is of general interest
in aeroacoustics. The vortex rings in axisymmetric jets, the vortex pairs in plane jets
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and the two-dimensional vortices in plane shear layers are expected to be the sources
of aerodynamic noise (Crighton 1975). More recently, Powell (1995) proved that the
inviscid vortex sound is produced through the second time derivatives of the vortex
strength and vorticity moment. The results obtained by Tang & Ko (1995), using the
contour dynamics method and Mo¨hring’s theory, showed that the axial jerking and
radial accelerating motion of the nite core vortex rings are important in the sound
generation process. The deductions of Powell (1995) and Tang & Ko (1995) are ba-
sically similar. The eect of the rate of change of the vortex strength, as described in
Powell (1995), was implicitly included in the variations of the velocities, accelerations
and jerks of the vortex ring discussed in Tang & Ko (1995). The results of the inter-
actions of two two-dimensional nite core vortices further conrm the importance of
the accelerating motions of the vortices and the vortex-core deformation in the sound
generation mechanism (Tang & Ko 1997). The recent theory of Doak (1998) suggests
that the fluctuating total enthalpy is the generalized acoustic eld, and emphasizes the
importance of the Coriolis acceleration of vorticity in aecting the propagation of this
generalized pressure wave. However, the relationship between the Coriolis acceleration
of vorticity and the dynamics of nite core vortices has not been addressed.
Extensive direct numerical simulations of the sound elds produced by shear flows
have been done by Moin and his co-workers (for instance, Colonius, Lele & Moin
1997; Mitchell, Lele & Moin 1999). Though their results are in agreement with
the theories, the source terms used are not related to the dynamics of the vortical
structures in the shear flows.
Direct experimental investigation into the sound generation mechanism of coherent
structures is, to the knowledge of the authors, rare. One remarkable comment from
Laufer & Yen (1983) is that the sound of a low-Mach-number circular jet is generated
from a relatively small region, where high accelerations of the jet structures are found.
Some direct experimental results relating the mean structure acceleration and subsonic
jet sound generation can be found in Tang & Ko (1993). However, the vortex motion
that tends to generate substantial noise is still not clearly determined by experiments.
Vortex pairs are found in a two-dimensional jet of large aspect ratio (Beavers &
Wilson 1970). A vortex pair is two-dimensional and consists of two mirror-image-like
vorticity patches with opposite-sign vorticity. Their interactions, such as leapfrogging
motion and coalescence, resemble those of the vortex rings visualized by Yamada &
Matsui (1979). However, the vortex pairs are two-dimensional and thus the sound
sources are non-compact. The aims of the present investigation are to study the sound
elds created by the interactions of vortex pairs and to contribute to the understand-
ing of the basic sound generation mechanism in nite-core vortex interactions. It
is also hoped that the present results can provide a framework to examine more
complex flows.
2. Theories and computational considerations
This section gives a brief discussion of the method of contour dynamics, the
aeroacoustic theory used and the possible denitions of the centroid of a vortex pair.
The sound eld and the sound generation mechanism are also discussed.
2.1. Contour dynamics method and vortex core centroids
The method of contour dynamics is useful for the computation of the vortex core
shapes during vortex pair interactions (Dritschel 1986). In this inviscid vortex model,
vorticity is conned within the vortex cores. No vorticity will be found outside the
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the initial vortex pair system. +, Vortex centroid; spanwise
y3-direction is normal out of paper.
core boundaries. The streamfunction Ψ in two dimensions at a point y0 in the flow
eld due to a vortex is
Ψ (y0) = − 12
∫∫
! lnjy0 − yjdy1 dy2; (1)
where y1 and y2 represent the longitudinal and transverse coordinates respectively
(gure 1) and the integration is done across the cross-section of the vortex cores; !
denotes vorticity at the point y inside a vortex core. The corresponding fluid velocity
induced by the vortex, u, is
u(y0) =
1
4
∫
! lnjy0 − yj2dy; (2)
where (dy = dy1; dy2) and the integration is taken counter-clockwise over the vortex
core boundary. If y0 is a point on a vortex core boundary, then (2) enables the
calculation of the velocity of the core boundary. The motion of the vortex core
during the interaction can thus be obtained. Full details of the method can be found
in Zabusky, Hughes & Roberts (1979) and Dritschel (1986), and thus are not repeated
here. In the computations, the singularity in (2) is handled by an integration by parts
(Dritschel 1986). Also, the node-point insertion and relaxation procedure employed
by Pozrikidis & Higdon (1985) were adopted so as to ensure smooth vortex core
boundaries. All the contour integrals involved were computed using the four-point
Gaussian quadrature procedure. The vortex core shapes were obtained by integrating
the core boundary velocities with respect to time, using the fourth-order Runge{Kutta
method as in Tang & Ko (1997) and Dritschel (1986). The time step was so chosen
that no visible dierence of results could be found upon its further reduction.
The initial vortex core boundaries were computed using the numerical procedure
of Pierrehumbert (1980). They are characterized by a variable , which represents the
ratio of the vortex-core equivalent radius to the separation of the two vortex centroids
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of the vortex pair. The denition of the centroid of each vortex core yc in the vortex
pair follows that of Pierrehumbert (1980) and Tang & Ko (1997):
yc = yc1y^1 + yc2y^2 =
∫
!y1dA∫
!dA
y^1 +
∫
!y2dA∫
!dA
y^2: (3)
The caret denotes unit vector. The velocity, acceleration and jerk of each vortex
centroid presented in this paper were computed by dierentiating yc with respect to
time numerically. Since the vorticity ! was taken to be constant, each vortex centroid
so dened coincides with the centre of mass of the corresponding vortex core. Though
Saman (1992) has discussed the diculty in choosing an appropriate mathematical
denition for the centroid of a vorticity patch, the present denition will help in the
identication of sound sources in the later stages of this paper.
Another possible denition of a centre is based on the vortex impulse, as in
Pozrikidis (1986) and Tang & Ko (1995). In the two-dimensional case, the vortex
impulse I is
I = 0
∫
y  ! dA = −0y^1
∫
y2! dA+ 0y^2
∫
y1! dA; (4)
where 0 is the density of the ambient incompressible fluid. The impulse centre yic in
the foregoing discussion is dened as
yic = yic1y^1 + yic2y^2 =
∫
y1y2! dA∫
!y2dA
y^1 +
∫
y1y2! dA∫
!y1dA
y^2: (5)
It can be shown that yic = yc when the vortex core is symmetrical about its principle
axes. Also, the condition yic1 = yc1 implies yic2 = yc2 and vice versa. The dierence
(yic − yc) thus relates to the degree of vortex core deformation. The above denitions
of vortex core centres will be shown to be useful in the later analysis of the sound
generation mechanisms. For simplicity, the common axis of the vortex pairs is chosen
so as to coincide with y2 = 0. The interactions in the negative-y2 (lower) half-plane are
therefore the mirror images of those occurring in the positive-y2 (upper) half-plane.
2.2. The sound eld
In low-Mach-number flows, the theories of Powell (1964) and Howe (1975) show that
the far-eld pressure p generated by unsteady vortex motions can be obtained by
solving the inhomogeneous wave equation
1
c2
@2p
@t2
− r2p = 0r  (!  u); (6)
where c is the speed of sound in the ambient fluid. Following the method of Mo¨hring
(1978), one obtains for a point source of a small volume V at the near-eld position
y a pressure p at the far-eld position x, such that
p(x; t) =
0
12c2
@3
@t3
(x^  y)y  (!  x^)
jx− yj V ; (7)
where the expression being dierentiated is to be evaluated at the retarded time
 = t− jx− yj=c. Further manipulation of the above equation with the assumption of
a compact vortex core gives
p(x; t) =
0
12c2
∫
1
jx− yj
@3
@t3
(
cos 2
∫
!y1y2dA+ sin 2
∫
y22 − y21
2
!dA
)
dy3; (8)
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where y3 denotes a distance in the spanwise direction and  the observer angle, as
shown in gure 1. Without loss of generality, the far-eld observer position can be
chosen so that
jx− yj =
√
(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + y23 ;
and for x1  y1 and x2  y2,
1
jx− yj =
1
jx0j −
x2y2
jx0j3 + O(jx
0j−3); (9)
where jx0j = √(x1 − y1)2 + x22 + y23  √x21 + x22 + y23 . Since the sense of rotation of
the vortex core fluids in the upper y2-plane is opposite that in the lower y2-plane, the
second area integral on the right-hand side of (8) is O(jx0j−2). The rst area integral
on the right-hand side of (8) is O(jx0j−1) and thus, unlike the two-dimensional vortex
case of Tang & Ko (1997) in which two lateral quadrupoles co-exist, it is shown
here that there is only one dominant two-dimensional lateral quadrupole eld in the
present study:
p(x; t) =
0
12c2
cos 2
∫
1
jx− yj
(
@3
@t3
∫
!y1y2dA
)
dy3 + O(jx0j−2): (10)
The source of sound is, therefore, (@3=@t3)
∫
!y1y2dA, which is denoted by
:::
S in the
later discussions. The y3 integration can be transformed into a time integration in
the nal computation of the sound eld as shown in Ffowcs Williams & Hawkings
(1968) and more explicitly in Tang & Ko (1997). However, this integration has no
bearing on the sound generation mechanism, and thus was not performed in the
present investigation.
2.3. Sound generation mechanisms
Owing to the mirror image nature of the vortex cores in the upper and lower y2-plane,
the contributions of the vortex cores in the lower y2-plane in (10) are the same as
those in the upper y2-plane. Thus, the following discussions will be focused on the
activities occurring in the upper y2-plane.
Powell (1995) reiterated that vortex sound is generated by the accelerating rates of
change of the vortex strength, as viewed from the far-eld point. Any mean motion
of the vortices is not expected to be sound producing, thus any mean motion involved
in the source term derived in (10) must be eliminated. In the present study, the two
vortex pairs are translating towards the positive longitudinal (y1) direction. Suppose
the whole system is translating at an average speed U. Let y01 = y1 − (Ut + y1o),
where y1o denotes the initial longitudinal coordinate of the two vortex pair system
and the prime denotes a quantity relative to the steadily translating centre of the
whole system, then one obtains for a particular vortex pair that
@3
@t3
∫
!y1y2dA =
@3
@t3
∫
!y01y2dA+
@3
@t3
∫
!(Ut+ y1o)y2dA
=
@3
@t3
∫
!y01y2dA+ (Ut+ y1o)
@3
@t3
∫
!y2dA+ 3U
@2
@t2
∫
!y2dA:
(11)
The integration is taken over the cross-section of the vortex pair concerned. The last
two terms on the right-hand side of (11) will be cancelled by similar terms of the
other vortex pair, due to the conservation of the longitudinal vortex impulse. The
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mean translating motion of the vortex system, therefore, has no eect on the sound
generated. The nal source term with y01 does not depend on the steadily translating
coordinate frame and thus can represent the actual contribution of a particular vortex
pair in the sound generation process.
In order to relate the sound generation mechanisms to the dynamic parameters of
the vortex pair and facilitate comparison with the results obtained from computations
of circular-core vortex sound (Kambe & Minota 1981), it is worthwhile relating the
source terms in (11) to the vortex centroid and/or the impulse centre. Considering
one particular vortex core, further decomposition of the source term gives∫
!y01y2dA =
∫
!(y01 − y0c1)y2dA+ y0c1
∫
!y2dA
=
∫
!(y1 − yc1)y2dA+ Γy0c1yc2
= Γ (yic1 − yc1)yc2 + Γy0c1yc2
= S1 + S2; (12)
where S1 = Γ (yic1 − yc1)yc2, S2 = Γy0c1yc2 and Γ (=
∫
!dA) is the circulation. The
sound is thus generated by the third time derivatives of the two components on the
right-hand side of (12). The rst component S1 clearly represents the eect of core
shape or deformation as discussed before. The second component S2 gives the part
of the sound produced when the whole vortex impulse in the longitudinal direction
is assumed to be carried at the vortex centroid. It relates directly to the results
obtained from the circular-core assumption (Kambe & Minota 1981; Tang & Ko
1993), because the rst component S1 vanishes when the core is circular. These source
components, S1 and S2, can be further decomposed as in Tang & Ko (1995). The
third time derivative of S2, can be expressed in terms of vortex centroid motion as
:::
S2 =
@3S2
@t3
= Γ
(
yc2
@3y0c1
@t3
+ 3
@yc2
@t
@2y0c1
@t2
+ 3
@2yc2
@t2
@y0c1
@t
+ y0c1
@3yc2
@t3
)
: (13)
Since S2 does not depend on the coordinate frame, all the four terms on the right-hand
side of (13) are Galilean invariants. The third time derivative of S1 can be decomposed
in the same manner. The contributions from each vortex pair can then be examined.
It will be shown later that the relative importance of these four decomposed source
terms depends on the type of vortex pair interaction. The physical sound generation
mechanism represented by these decomposed terms will also be discussed later.
3. Results and discussion
In real jets, the vortical structures roll up within a relatively short distance from the
nozzle exit. They then undergo leapfrogging motions and, subsequently, two structures
may coalesce to form one single structure, or part of the fluid from one structure is
entrained into the other (Hussain & Clark 1981). Thus, the types of vortex interactions
investigated in the present study are the leapfrogging motion, partial coalescence and
coalescence.
As discussed before, the core shape of a steadily translating vortex pair is character-
ized by a parameter  (Pierrehumbert 1980). Without loss of generality,  was taken
to be 0.5 in the present investigation. For the same type of vortex pair interaction,
the results for other  are similar. The suces L and T hereinafter denote quantities
associated with the initially leading and trailing vortex pairs respectively. All the
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Figure 2. The vortex dynamics of leapfrogging motions. C=y20 = 3. (a) !t = 50; (b) 100; (c) 150;
(d) 200; (e) 250; (f) 300. ||{, Initially leading vortex pair; | | |, initially trailing vortex pair;
+, vortex centroid.
quantities, unless otherwise stated, are non-dimensionalized. Lengths are normalized
by y2o and time by !
−1. The velocities, accelerations and jerks are normalized by
!y2o, !
2y2o and !
3y2o respectively. The source terms, such as
:::
S , are normalized by
!4y42o.
3.1. Leapfrogging motion
A leapfrogging interaction, similar to the mutual slip through of vortex rings (Yamada
& Matsui 1979), occurs when the strengths of the vortex pairs and their separation
are of appropriate combinations (gure 2). Only the results obtained with C=y2o = 3,
where C and y2o are the initial vortex centroid separation and the initial transverse
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Figure 3. (a) Time variation of vortex centroid velocities; (b) time variation of vortex centroid
accelerations; (c) time variation of vortex centroid jerks. C=y2o = 3. ||{, Longitudinal component
of initially leading vortex pair; | |, transverse component of initially leading vortex pair; | | ,
longitudinal component of initially trailing vortex pair; | |, transverse component of initially
trailing vortex pair.
coordinate of the vortex system respectively (gure 1), will be presented, as those for
other C=y2o are similar unless the type of interaction is dierent.
Our results for time variations of the vortex centroid velocities, accelerations and
jerks, as shown in gure 3, are similar to those of the interaction between two circular-
core vortex rings (Tang & Ko 1993 and Kambe & Minota 1981), except that ripples
appear on the present acceleration and jerk results (gures 3b and 3c). Tang & Ko
(1995, 1997) ascribed the appearance of such ripples to the deformation and nutation
of the vortex cores during their leapfrogging motions.
Since the focus of the present study is on the source terms, their time variations,
instead of the far-eld pressure fluctuations, will be presented. The time variations
of
:::
S consist of a nearly sinusoidal component, which varies in amplitude after each
slip-through instant at !t = 76:7 and 226.8 (gure 4). The contributions from the
initially leading and trailing vortex pairs,
:::
SL and
:::
ST respectively, as calculated from
(11), are also included. There is clear evidence that the vortex pair having larger yc2 at
the slip-through instant radiates higher sound power at or close to this instant when
the magnitude of
:::
S2 is considerably higher than those of the sinusoidal components
(gures 5a and 5b). Figure 5(c) shows the time variation of
∑ :::
S2(=
:::
S2L +
:::
S2T ), which
resembles those of the mutual threading of the circular-core vortex rings of Kambe &
Minota (1981) and Tang & Ko (1993). Thus, this term represents the sound generation
due purely to the dynamics of the vortex centroids. The core shape variation does not
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Figure 5. Time variation of individual vortex pair contributions in overall sound generation.
C=y2o = 3 (a) Initially leading vortex pair; (b) initially trailing vortex pair; (c)
∑ :::
S1 and
∑ :::
S2.
| |, :::S1; ||, :::S2.
have signicant influence on the variation of
∑ :::
S2. However,
:::
S2 is only important at
or close to the slip-through instants in the leapfrogging interaction (gures 5a and
5b). The nearly sinusoidal fluctuations are produced by both vortex pairs. Figures
5(a) and 5(b) also conrm that the nearly sinusoidal fluctuations are related to the
rst source term
:::
S1 and are signicant after the rst slip-through instant.
Decomposition of
:::
S2 shows that the majority of the sound radiated by the vortex
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centroid dynamics is related to the terms Γyc2(@
3y0c1=@t3) and 3Γ (@2yc2=@t2)@y0c1=@t,
the rst and the third decomposed terms of (13) respectively (gures 6a and 6b).
Though y0c1 denotes a distance relative to a steadily moving frame, its third time
derivative is the jerk of a vortex centroid. The term Γyc2(@
3y0c1=@t3) is related to
this jerk and the vortex impulse carried by each vortex pair. Thus, relatively higher
sound power is produced during the large longitudinal jerking motions of the vortex
centroids.
The term 3Γ (@2yc2=@t
2)@y0c1=@t requires deeper thought. It represents the coupling
between the transverse acceleration and the longitudinal velocity of a vortex centroid.
Though the two time derivatives represent the rate of change of some relative distance
and velocity in the near eld, they can hardly be related to the vector area of Powell
(1995) or the Coriolis acceleration suggested by Doak (1998). It can be observed from
gure 3(b) that the magnitudes of the transverse acceleration of each vortex centroid
close to the slip-through instants are roughly the same, while those of the longitudinal
velocities and this source term vary (gures 3a and 6). It is believed that the velocity
@y0c1=@t is more important in the sound generation process. Since Γ is a constant, it
follows that Γ (@y0c1=@t) represents the total vortex force Fy2 acting on a vortex core of a
vortex pair in the transverse direction (Saman 1992). The term 3Γ (@2yc2=@t
2)@y0c1=@t
is related to this vortex force Fy2 and the transverse accelerating motion of a vortex
centroid. Combining the contributions from the two vortex pairs, one obtains∑
Γ
@y0c1
@t
@2yc2
@t2
=
@2yc2;L
@t2
Γ
(
@y0c1;L
@t
− @y
0
c1;T
@t
)
; (14)
as the transverse accelarations of the vortex centroids have the same magnitudes but
are 180 out of phase. The resultant sound radiation represented by this source term
(equation (14)) is therefore actuated by an imbalance in the transverse vortex force
on the cores of the vortex pairs when the two vortex centroids are accelerating. The
magnitude of the sound so generated is highest at the slip-through instant when the
two vortex centroids are accelerating towards each other on the same vertical plane.
The component S1 (equation (12)) represents the source due to the relative sepa-
ration between the vortex centroid and the impulse centre of a vortex core. It is a
quantity describing the non-symmetrical distribution of vortex impulse relative to the
centre of mass of the core fluid, and thus depends signicantly on the shape of the
vortex core.
:::
S1 can be decomposed in the same way as depicted in (13). Figure 7
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suggests that the sinusoidal fluctuations on
:::
S1 are due solely to Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1−yc1).
Therefore, the remaining terms in the decomposition will not be discussed.
The dierence (yic1 − yc1) is actually very small when compared to the core size
(gure 8). The dierence (yic2−yc2) is even smaller. The third-order time dierentiation
of the former amplies its higher frequency components and thus its signicance in
the sound generation process. It is obvious that the larger the dierence between
yic1 and yc1, the greater the asymmetry of vortex impulse distribution and the more
serious the core deformation. Taking the initial leading vortex pair as an example and
focusing on the instants of large jyic1−yc1j (at !t = 133:4 and 139.8) and the instants of
yic1 = yc1 (at !t = 130:3 and 136.4) (gure 8), the largest separation of the two centres
appears when the core is severely deformed from symmetry about the longitudinal or
transverse planes (gure 9). The smallest departure from symmetry is observed when
yic1 = yc1 (thus, yic2 = yc2 and the two centres coincide). A measure of the rate of
change of such asymmetry is, therefore, the rate of change of (yic1− yc1) as the higher
frequency components in (yic1−yc1) and (yic2−yc2) are in-phase (gure 8). Since these
frequency components are nearly sinusoidal, one expects that (@=@t)(yic1− yc1) is, to a
large extent, proportional to (@3=@t3)(yic1− yc1), and is thus highly correlated with the
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Figure 9. Shape of initially leading vortex-pair core. C=y2o = 3. ||, !t = 130:3; | |, 133.4;
| |, 136.4; | |, 139.8.
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Figure 10. Time variation of source terms. C=y2o = 2. | |, ∑ :::S1; ||, ∑ :::S2.
source term Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1−yc1). A high rate of change of (yic1−yc1) appears when
the vortex centroid coincides with the impulse centre, that is, at the instant when the
vortex core is symmetrical about the longitudinal and transverse planes. The same is
also true for the initially trailing vortex pair (not shown here). Therefore, it is evident
that the variation of core shape, which results in uneven distribution of vortex impulse
about the vortex centroid, is a signicant source of sound. This variation in the vortex
core is referred to as the microscopic vortex core dynamics in the present study.
Figure 8 also shows that the rate of change of (yic1 − yc1) is relatively higher at
the slip-through instant. This explains the increase in the magnitude of the sinusoidal
fluctuations in
:::
S1 after these instants (gure 5). The frequency of these fluctuations
does not depend on C=y2o, but on  (not shown here). The nearly constant amplitude
of these fluctuations between successive slip-through instants suggests the increase and
decrease of the magnitude of the corresponding core asymmetry, when a vortex core
moves towards and away from the common axis (y2 = 0) respectively. Higher sound
power is radiated at the instants of large rate of change of vortex core asymmetry.
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Figure 11. Vortex dynamics of partial coalescence. C=y2o = 1:5. (a) !t = 20; (b) 40; (c) 50; (d) 60.
||, Initially leading vortex pair; | | |, initially trailing vortex pair; +, vortex centroid.
A decrease in C=y2o shortens the interval between successive slip-through instants,
resulting in larger vortex core deformation. The sound eld is, therefore, dominated by
the nearly sinusoidal fluctuations generated by the microscopic vortex core dynamics.
The results at C=y2o = 2 are illustrated in gure 10.
The results presented in this section show that the sound generated during the
leapfrogging motion of two identical inviscid vortex pairs is related to the longitudinal
jerking motion, the unbalanced transverse vortex force when the vortex centroids are
under high transverse acceleration, and the high rate of change of the vortex core
asymmetry. The last item becomes more dominant when the initial vortex centroid
separation decreases.
3.2. Partial coalescence
As the separated vortex cores in an inviscid medium cannot come into contact,
coalescence is dened here as the mutual ‘folding together’ of the vortex cores, as
described by Jacobs & Pullin (1985).
Partial coalescence between the vortex pairs is found at C=y2o = 1:5 (gure 11).
It can be observed that large elongation of both vortex cores occurs after the rst
slip-through instant (gure 11b). Part of the fluid of one vortex core of one vortex
pair rolls up with some of the other vortex pair, forming two patches of vorticity,
each of which contains fluids from the two initial vortex cores (gures 11c and 11d).
The dynamics of the vortex centroids at C=y2o = 1:5 dier substantially from those
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Figure 12. Path of individual vortex centroid during partial coalescence. C=y2o = 1:5. ||, yc1 of
initially leading vortex pair; | |, yc2 of initially leading vortex pair; | |, yc1 of initially trailing
vortex pair; | |, yc2 of initially trailing vortex pair.
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Figure 13. Time variation of vortex centroid dynamic parameters during partial coalescence.
C=y2o = 1:5. (a) Accelerations; (b) jerks. ||, Longitudinal component of initially leading vortex
pair; | |, transverse component of initially leading vortex pair; | |, longitudinal component
of initially trailing vortex pair; | |, transverse component of initially trailing vortex pair.
in the leapfrogging case. The vortex centroid of the initially trailing vortex core is
always further away from the common axis than that of the initially leading one after
the slip through at !t = 22 (gure 12). It seems that the structure formed by the
partial coalescence process tends to hinder the rotation of the whole system (gure
11d). The overall structure rocks as it propogates in the longitudinal direction.
The rocking motion of the system after the slip through at !t = 22 results in
relatively higher rates of change of vortex centroid accelerations and jerks in both
directions (gure 13). Unlike the results obtained in the leapfrogging cases, the jerks
of the vortex centroids are of nearly the same magnitude, though out of phase. Since
the dierences in the transverse coordinates of these centroids after the slip through at
!t = 22 are not signicant, especially at the instants of large jerks (gure 12), the
:::
S2
from the two vortex pairs tends to cancel each other. This reduces the signicance of
this source in the overall sound generation, though it still forms the major part of the
contribution from the individual vortex pair. Similar cancellation between the decom-
posed source terms has been observed by Colonius et al. (1997), though their approach
and the decomposed terms are completely dierent from those presented here.
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Figure 14. Time variation of source terms of partial coalescence. C=y2o = 1:5. ||, Total
generation
∑
(
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S1 +
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S2); | |, initially leading vortex pair; | |, initially trailing vortex pair.
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Figure 15. Sound generation by microscopic vortex core dynamics of partial coalescence.
C=y2o = 1:5. ||,
∑ :::
S1; | |, R; | | |, Γyc2(@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) of initially leading vortex
pair; | |, Γyc2(@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) of initially trailing vortex pair.
Figure 14 shows the time variations of the source strengths. The rst peak at or
close to the slip through at !t = 22 is due to the mechanism discussed in the previous
section. Both
∑ :::
S1 and
∑ :::
S2 are important, even though they tend to counterbalance
each other for !t > 30, resulting in less sound generation. This phenomenon is not
observed in the leapfrogging case, where these two sources appear to be independent.
Figure 15 shows the time variations of
∑
Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1−yc1) and the remainder
R (=
∑ :::
S1−∑Γyc2(@3=@t3)(yic1−yc1)). It is clear that the term R is insignicant in the
overall sound generation, especially at !t < 30. This is due to the cancelling eect of
the individual contributions. This agrees with the conclusion of Colonius et al. (1997)
that the acoustic analogy may lead to terms which produce negligible acoustic eld.
Therefore, the sound produced by the microscopic core dynamics is, again, mainly
associated with Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1−yc1). The rate of change of the imbalance of vortex
impulse about the vortex centroid is, therefore, closely related to the production of
sound, as in the leapfrogging case. It should be noted that, since the vortex cores are
severely deformed in this partial coalescence case, the relationship between the term
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Figure 16. Time variation of source terms due to vortex centroid dynamics during par-
tial coalescence. C=y2o = 1:5. ||,
∑
Γyc2(@
3y0c1=@t3); | |,
∑
3Γ (@yc2=@t)@
2y0c1=@t2; | |,∑
3Γ (@y0c1=@t)@2yc2=@t2; | |,
∑
Γy0c1(@3yc2=@t3).
(@3=@t3)(yic1− yc1) and the vortex core asymmetry established in the leapfrogging case
is no longer valid.
The term
∑ :::
S2 represents the complicated interaction of the sources, since∑ :::
S2 = Γ
(∑
yc2
@3y0c1
@t3
+ 3
∑ @yc2
@t
@2y0c1
@t2
+ 3
∑ @2yc2
@t2
@y0c1
@t
+
∑
y0c1
@3yc2
@t3
)
: (15)
None of the four decomposed terms dominates the sound generation process for
!t > 30 (gure 16). The peaks in the time variations of
∑ :::
S2 are related to the
rst and third decomposed terms, and the troughs to the second and fourth terms.
As discussed before, the rst term relates to the production of sound through the
longitudinal jerking motions of the vortex pair. Since @3yc1;L=@t
3  −@3yc1;T =@t3
(gure 13b), it also represents the sound production due to an imbalance of the
longitudinal vortex impulse, when there is a change in the vortex pair accelerations
in the same direction. The third term represents the eect of the imbalance in the
transverse vortex force, while the fourth term is similar to the rst term, except
that the changes are in the transverse direction. The second term is more dicult
to interpret. Since the relationship for the longitudinal jerks does not apply to the
longitudinal accelerations (gure 13a), this term represents the sound generated when
there is a relative longitudinal acceleration between the vortex pairs, which are also
moving in the transverse direction. In other words, there is a non-zero vortex force in
the longitudinal direction acting on each vortex core.
The relatively more important source terms in this partial coalescence interaction
are the second and the third source terms, as suggested by gure 16. The sum of these
two terms is
3Γ
@
@t
∑(@yc2
@t
@y0c1
@t
)
;
which represents the rate of change of the total power developed by the transverse
components of the vortex forces. It also represents that developed by the longitudinal
components of these forces, though @y0c1=@t is not the actual velocity of a vortex
centroid. It is because the eect of the steady translation velocity U vanishes once
the summation is considered. It should be noted that the overall power developed by
each component of the vortex forces is the same.
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Figure 17. Vortex dynamics of coalescence. C=y2o = 1. (a) !t = 5; (b) 15; (c) 25; (d) 45.
||, Initially leading vortex pair; | | |, initially trailing vortex pair; +, vortex centroid.
3.3. Coalescence
Further reduction in C=y2o results in severe core deformation at the initial stage of
the vortex pair interaction. Coalescence, which is similar to that observed by many
researchers, such as Winant & Browand (1974), Yamada & Matsui (1979) and Tang
& Ko (1995), occurs.
Figure 17 illustrates the coalescence at C=y2o = 1. Strips of vorticity are observed
at the front and at the back of the coalescing vortex pairs. The rapid motions of
the vortex centroids and their high velocities, accelerations and jerks are expected,
and thus not discussed. The main dierence between these quantities and those in
the leapfrogging and partial coalescence is that, apart from the relationships of the
time derivatives of yc2 due to the conservation of vortex impulse in the longitudinal
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Figure 18. Time variation of longitudinal accelerations and jerks of vortex centroids during
coalescence. C=y2o = 1. ||, Acceleration of initially leading vortex centroid; | |, jerk of
initially leading vortex centroid; | |, acceleration of initially trailing vortex centroid; | |, jerk
of initially trailing vortex centroid.
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Figure 19. Variations of source strengths in coalescence. C=y2o = 1. ||,
∑ :::
S; | |,
∑ :::
S1;
||, ∑ :::S2.
direction:
@nyc2;L
@tn
= −@
nyc2;T
@tn
; (16)
one nds that during coalescence
@ny0c1;L
@tn
 −@
ny0c1;T
@tn
: (17)
Some typical examples of the relationship are shown in gure 18. The net vortex force
in the transverse direction is, therefore, smaller than those in the leapfrogging case,
though the magnitudes of the vortex centroid jerks and acceleration may be higher
in this type of interaction. The sound power produced by coalescence (gure 19) is
lower than that from the leapfrogging (gure 5c), though the vortex pair system in
coalescence has a higher kinetic energy content. This observation is similar to that in
the vortex merger studied by Mitchell, Lele & Moin (1995).
It can also be observed from gure 19 that the contributions from
∑ :::
S1 and
∑ :::
S2
in the overall sound generation are equally signicant.
∑ :::
S1 in the coalescence is,
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Figure 20. Relative importance of dierent components in
∑ :::
S1 during coalescence. C=y2o = 1.
||,
∑
Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1); ||, R; | |, Γyc2(@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) of initially leading vortex
pair; ||, Γyc2(@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) of initially trailing vortex pair.
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Figure 21. Time variations of source terms due to vortex centroid dynamics during coalescence.
C=y2o = 1. ||,
∑
Γyc2(@
3y0c1=@t3); | |,
∑
3Γ (@yc2=@t)@
2y0c1=@t2; ||,
∑
3Γ (@y0c1=@t)@2yc2=@t2;
||, ∑Γy0c1(@3yc2=@t3).
again, dominated by the contribution from
∑
Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1). The remainder
R is far less important due to a similar phenomenon to that discussed in the preceding
section (gure 20). Also, the contributions from both vortex pairs in this source term
are of the same importance (gure 20).
In coalescence, the spatial separation between the vortex centroids is relatively
small. There is a tendency for it to decrease as the flight time increases, as in the
two-dimensional vortex case of Tang & Ko (1997) (not shown here). This, together
with the relationship shown in (17), suggests that the source terms
∑
Γyc2(@
3y0c1=@t3)
and
∑
Γy0c1(@3yc2=@t3), which depend on the relative positions of the vortex centroids
or the imbalance of the vortex impulse, eventually become insignicant in the overall
sound generation (gure 21). The mechanism through which sound is generated by
the dynamics of the vortex centroids during the coalescence is then related to the
power developed by the vortex forces, as in the partial coalescence.
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Figure 22. (a) Source terms for vortex ring leapfrogging case (cf. gure 4 of Tang & Ko 1995). (b)
Source terms for vortex ring coalescence case (cf. gure 9 of Tang & Ko 1995). ||,
∑ :::
S; | |,∑ :::
S1 =
∑
(@3=@t3)(Γr2c (yic1 − yc1)); | |,
∑ :::
S2 =
∑
(@3=@t3)(Γr2c y
0
c1).
4. Comparisons with existing results
The results obtained in the present study suggest that the sound from the interac-
tions of two vortex pairs is generated due basically to two mechanisms, regardless of
the type of interaction. The rst one is due to the jerking and accelerating motions of
the vortex centroids, which result in an imbalance of the vortex force in the system.
The second one is due to the core deformation, which generates sound of higher
frequencies than that generated by the former. The former mechanism is referred
to as the vortex centroid dynamics, and the latter as the microscopic vortex core
dynamics.
In order to extend the present concept of the separated source terms
:::
S1 and
:::
S2
to the case of vortex-ring sound generation, a vortex-ring version of these terms
must be developed. Since Γyc2 represents the vortex impulse of a vorticity patch in
the longitudinal direction and the vortex impulse of a vortex ring with the same
circulation is proportional to Γr2c , where rc is the radius of the vortex ring (Pozrikidis
1986),
:::
S1 and
:::
S2 for the vortex-ring case are
:::
S1 =
∑ @3
@t3
(Γr2c (yic1 − yc1)) and
:::
S2 =
∑ @3
@t3
(Γr2cy
0
c1) (18)
respectively. The denitions of yc1 and y
0
c1 follow those in (3) and (12). For yic1, the
denition of Pozrikidis (1986) is adopted. Some of the results of Tang & Ko (1995)
are re-analysed. It is observed that, for the vortex-ring leapfrogging case, one obtains
:::
S1 ∑Γr2c (@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) (not shown here). The wavy oscillations of the overall
source strength are due to
:::
S1, and thus (@
3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) (gure 22a). The sound
produced by
:::
S2 is of low frequency and is dominant only at or close to the instants of
slip through (gure 22a). This agrees with the results presented in gure 5(c). In the
case of vortex ring coalescence, almost equal contributions of
:::
S1 and
:::
S2, as in gure
19, are observed (gure 22b), showing that the sound generation mechanisms for the
vortex ring and vortex pair interactions are very similar. However, the approximation
:::
S1  ∑Γr2c (@3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1) does not hold in this case as the rate of change of
the vortex-ring impulse is comparable to that of (yic1 − yc1) (not shown here). The
forms of partial coalescence of vortex rings studied by Tang & Ko (1995) are not the
same as those in the present vortex-pair case. Thus, the corresponding results are not
presented.
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Figure 23. Source terms for two-dimensional vortex leapfrogging case (cf. gure 10 of Tang & Ko
1997). ||,
:::
S; | |,
:::
S2 = Γ (@
3=@t3)(yc2y
0
c1); | |,
:::
S1 = Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1).
Wavy oscillations are also observed in the numerical results on the sound generated
by the interactions of two identical two-dimensional vortices (Tang & Ko 1997). The
major dierence between the work of Tang & Ko (1997) and the present investigation
is that only one lateral quadrupole having directivity cos2 exists in the present study.
The quadrupole source with directivity cos2 of Tang & Ko (1997) is re-analysed,
based on the present derived source terms (equation (12)). Figure 23 is a typical
example, which suggests that the source of the wavy oscillations in the leapfrogging
case is, again,
:::
S1 = Γyc2(@
3=@t3)(yic1 − yc1), and that the lower frequency one is from
the vortex centroid dynamics
:::
S2 = Γ (@
3=@t3)(yc2y
0
c1). It should be noted that yc1 = y
0
c1
in the case of the two identical two-dimensional vortices system of Tang & Ko (1997),
as it is a non-propagating one. For the coalescence, the time variations of
:::
S1 and:::
S2 resemble those of the present study and are not further discussed. No partial
coalescence is found for the two-dimensional vortex system of Tang & Ko (1997).
Wavy oscillations are also observed in the results of Mitchell et al. (1995), but it is
hard to compare them with the present results as the time variations of the vortex
centroids in Mitchell et al. (1995) are not available. A summary of the sound sources
in the dierent vortex systems is given in table 1.
The present results also tend to agree with the comment of Laufer & Yen (1983)
and the experimental results of Tang & Ko (1993), which suggest that the noise from
a jet is generated in a region in which the jet structures are under high acceleration.
However, it is dicult to isolate the jerks of the flow structures in the sound generation
process experimentally, due to their short duration and small magnitudes. Nor can
the small core dynamics be visualized, as the cores cannot be clearly dened in the
real situation.
5. Suggestions for further investigations
Though the types of vortex interactions studied in the present investigation are rel-
evant to the coherent structure dynamics inside the jet shear layers, it is expected that
the results obtained are applicable to other flow problems involving these interactions.
An example is the interaction between the vortex streets behind cylinders (Ng, Cheng
& Ko 1997). However, the sound energy radiated by vortex interactions is less signi-
cant than that from the interaction between vortical structures and the cylinder solid
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Vortex system Major sound sources Mechanism Remarks
Vortex pairs Γyc2
@3
@t3
(yic1 − yc1) Rate of change of vortex impulse Important throughout leapfrogging, partial coalescence
imbalance about vortex centroid and coalescence
Relates directly to rate of change of vortex core
asymmetry (core deformation) and higher frequency
sound generation in the leapfrogging case
Γyc2
@3y0c1
@t3
Longitudinal jerking motions of vortex Important at or close to slip-through instants during
centroid leapfrogging
3Γ
@2yc2
@t2
@y0c1
@t
Imbalance in transverse vortex force on Important at or close to slip-through instants during
vortex cores when vortices are leapfrogging
accelerating
Γ
@
@t
∑( @yc2
@t
@y0c1
@t
)
Rate of change of net power developed Important in partial coalescence and coalescence,
by transverse components of vortex especially when the vortex cores are seriously deformed
forces
Vortex rings Γr2c
@3
@t3
(yic1 − yc1) Rate of change of vortex impulse Important throughout leapfrogging
imbalance about vortex centroid Related to core deformation
Responsible for high-frequency sound generation in the
leapfrogging case
Γr2c
@3y0c1
@t3
and 3Γ
@2r2c
@t2
@y0c1
@t
Axial jerking and radial accelerating Important at or close to slip-through instants during
motions of the vortex centroid leapfrogging
respectively (Tang & Ko 1995)
@3
@t3
(Γr2c (yic1 − yc1)) Related to core deformation and Important throughout coalescence
imbalance of vortex impulse about Actual physical meaning is not known
vortex centroid
@3
@t3
(Γr2c y
0
c1) Vortex centroid dynamics Important throughout coalescence
Actual physical meaning is not known
Two-dimensional Γyc2
@3
@t3
(yic1 − yc1) Rate of change of vortex impulse Same as those for the vortex pair, except that partial
vortices imbalance about vortex centroid coalescence does not occur in this vortex system
Γ
@3yc2y
0
c1
@t3
Vortex centroid dynamics Responsible for the low-frequency noise production
throughout leapfrogging
As important as Γyc2@
3(yic1 − yc1)=@t3 during coalescence
Table 1. Summary of source terms.
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surfaces for low-Mach-number flows (Dowling & Ffowcs Williams 1983). Therefore,
a study on the sound produced by nite core vortices in the presence of solid surfaces
is necessary before the present concept can be further generalized.
The method of contour dynamics is applicable to inviscid vortex interaction. While
it gives a reasonable description of the initial vortex interaction, it may not be
able to handle practical situations where strong vortex interactions result in three-
dimensionality and signicant cross-diusion. The sound generation mechanisms
described in the present study, therefore, may not truly reveal those at the later stages
of partial coalescence and coalescence in real flows. The technique of direct numerical
simulation (for instance, Mitchell et al. 1995) may be useful for further investigations.
Another important question is that, though the present results tend to agree with
those of the jet experiments of Laufer & Yen (1983) and Tang & Ko (1993), the
motions of the vortex centroids and the impulse centres are dicult to determine
experimentally. Direct comparison between the existing experimental results and the
present ndings is nearly impossible. The method of direct numerical simulations
(Colonius et al. 1997; Mitchell et al. 1999) would be able to bridge this gap, and thus
is a promising direction for further studies.
6. Conclusions
The sound generated by the interactions of a pair of identical inviscid vortex
pairs with a common axis is investigated numerically by using the method of con-
tour dynamics and the theory of vortex sound. Three types of interactions, namely
leapfrogging, partial coalescence and coalescence, are studied. All are relevant to the
coherent structure dynamics inside shear layers. The sound generation process for
each is also discussed.
The theory of vortex sound suggests the quadrupole nature of the sound eld
generated. The present results show that the source can be separated into two basic
components: one represents sound generation through the vortex centroid dynamics
and the other the microscopic dynamics of the vortex cores. The latter is associated
with the uneven distribution of vortex impulse at the vortex centroids, which largely
depends on the shapes of the vortex cores. Their relative importance depends on the
type of vortex pair interaction.
For the leapfrogging motion, the production of sound via the vortex centroid
dynamics is related to the longitudinal jerks and the transverse accelerations of the
vortex centroids. However, the sound so generated is only important at the instant
when the slip through occurs. Wavy oscillations on the time variations of the source
strengths are also observed. These oscillations are found to be the results of the
microscopic dynamics of the vortex cores and are associated with the rate of change
of vortex core asymmetry. They are important throughout the interaction, though the
deformation of vortex cores during the leapfrogging interaction is essentially small.
The vortex pairs exchange part of their core fluid during the partial coalescence
process. The two source components are equally important when the core is seriously
deformed. The wavy oscillations are produced by the same mechanism as in the
leapfrogging case, but the source related to the vortex centroid dynamics has a
complicated coupling between the vortex forces, jerks and accelerations of the vortex
centroids. The relatively more important source is the rate of change of the total
power developed by the vortex forces within the interacting system.
The two mechanisms of sound generation are also equally important in the case of
coalescence. When the two vortex pairs coalesce, the spatial separation of the vortex
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centroids is small. The dynamics of the two vortex centroids are nearly mirror images
of each other when the eect of the overall steady translating motion of the system
is neglected. The sound generated by the jerking motions of the vortex centroids
gradually becomes insignicant so that the rate of change of the power developed by
the vortex forces becomes the major source of sound. The mechanism related to the
microscopic core dynamics remains as important as in the previous interaction cases,
suggesting that it is independent of the type of vortex interaction.
An eort is made to apply the present source terms to sound generation by the
interactions of two two-dimensional vortices and of two vortex rings. The source
terms conrm that the occurrence of wavy oscillations in the vortex interaction cases
discussed is due to microscopic vortex core dynamics. The vortex centroid dynamics
tend to generate sound of much lower frequencies and are important at or close to
the slip-through instants during leapfrogging motions in propagating vortex systems,
but make a contribution equal to that of the microscopic vortex core dynamics during
coalescence.
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Conference and Research Grants, The University of Hong Kong and by a donation
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